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Deheng Newly Expanded Office in Beijing

First Deheng Partners Conference of 2008 was Convened in Jinan

Mr.Fang Litang Held Listing Business Training for Lawyers in Beijing Office

Deheng Won Several Biddings on Providing Legal Service concerning Listing Projects
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Worker Dispatch, a Shield against New
Employment Contract Law?
For foreign investors interested in Chinese market, the New

ers for its own use. After all, the registered capital of 500,000

Employment Contract Law(the ECL) that has been taken into

RMB required by the ECL to a WDS provider company is not

effect since January 1st, 2008 is deemed as one of the most

too high. As a result, WDS has become so popular that some

painful cost recently. For any violation of the ECL by the

employees may find they are forced to enter into an employ-

employer may incur double compensations to employers. Thus,

ment agreement with a brand new company overnight, though

many employers start to adopt the worker dispatch service in

they are still working at their original posts. This WDS has

order to transfer serious employment liabilities to worker dis-

grown so controversially in the society that even the legislators

patch service providers.

can not wait to say something. On 26th December, 2007, the
Legal Affairs Office of the State Council has noted this trend
Use without

and issued a circular to the Ministry of Labour and Social

Employment”as regard to the entity that accepts the workers

Security, ruling that the WDS can only apply to those

under the dispatch arrangement ( the accepting entity ), refers

temporary, non-core or alternative positions that last no longer

to a labour use mode in which an accepting entity rents/bor-

than half a year. As a PRC lawyer mainly engaging in Foreign

rows employees from a WDS provider and pays wages and

Direct Investment Legal Service, the writer is often thrown

social welfares to the dispatched worker via the WDS provider

such questions from her foreign investor clients as whether to

as well as service fee to the WDS provider. A WDS provider, as

adopt this WDS or not and what is the advantages and disad-

the employer, shall perform an employer s obligations to the

vantages of WDS. The writer is writing this article to remind

dispatched worker who in fact is its employee. The relation-

the employers that this shield of WDS can be easily broken by

ship between the worker and the WDS provider is therefore

the ECL and some possible future regulations.

Worker dispatch service( WDS”), known as

employment contract with a term of not less than two years.

and accepting entities specifically stipulate both parties' rights

The WDS provider shall pay the remunerations on a monthly

and obligations shall be disclosed to the accepting entities. In

basis. During the period when there is no work for the workers,

practice, most accepting entities do not bother to be acknowl-

the WDS providers shall pay such workers wages on a monthly

edged of the rights and liabilities of the WDS provider. As

basis at the minimum remuneration standard prescribed by the

mentioned, the employment liabilities of the WDS provider

people s government of the place where the WDS providers

may be finally transferred to the accepting entities if the WDS

is located. From this point, the WDS may become much more

provider violate the employment law. Therefore, the accepting

expensive than hiring the employees directly by the accepting

entity is suggested to supervise and urge the WDS provider to

entity.

perform its notifying obligation and frequently communicate

Thirdly, as the new policy concerning further interpretation to

with employees to decrease risks it may take;

the ECL may come out soon, all accepting entities shall consider risks they may take. In case the policy has more stipula-

Thirdly, for those industries involving confidential information,

tions forbidding what the accepting entity to use the WDS, the

the accepting entity shall stipulate confidential obligations in

accepting entity may find it in a passive position.

the WDS agreement or conclude supplementary agreement with
the dispatched workers. Additionally, the accepting entity

As for this Article, the writer does not mean to persuade the

shall fully notify employees of their confidential obligations.

employers to give up the WDS. The WDS does provide efficient and better managed employees such as cleaner, reception-

Lawyers prefer to discuss on a case by case bases. The above

ist etc. In the new ECL environment, the employer shall be

suggestions can not cover all the possibilities especially when

fully prepared to make a better use of WDS. Following are

a particular case may involve a special entity under special

some suggestions to an accepting entity for better use of the

circumstances. We always say that nipping the risk in the bud

WDS.

is where lawyers' efforts are put. To improve the management efficiency, it is suggested that an accepting entity con-

Firstly, an accepting entity may, through demanding the WDS

sult with its lawyer for whether to use WDS or not. Bearing in

provider to submit the contract concluded between it and the

mind that the WDS cannot exempt all liabilities they shall bear

dispatched worker for records and confirmation of the labour

in accordance with laws. Moreover, in some circumstances, it

relationship between them, avoid the actual employment rela-

may aggravate their risks and burden.

tionship between it and such dispatched worker;
Secondly, all agreements entered into between WDS providers

deemed as legal relationship of employment and shall be concluded and interpreted in accordance with the Employment

Firstly, according to Article 92 of the ECL, where a WDS

Law and the ECL.On the other hand, the WDS provider enters

provider violates this Law and any damage is caused to the

into a WDS agreement with the accepting entity. As the WDS

dispatched worker, the WDS provider and the accepting entity

agreement is deemed as an agreement between two equal entities,

shall bear joint and several liability for compensation. Because

it shall comply with the Civil Law and Contract Law.Seemingly,

of this Article, the legal relationship between the worker and

as there is no agreement between the dispatched worker and

the accepting entity may become an actual employment

the accepting entity required by the laws, many accepting en-

relationship, in which the accepting entity shall bear joint and

tities cheer that this WDS is a good shield against the severe

several liabilities with the worker dispatch service provider.

employment liabilities by transferring them to WDS provider.

Secondly, though RMB 500,000 is only required by the ECL

Subsequently, many new WDS companies have been incorpo-

as the registered capital of a worker dispatch service provider,

rated or some accepting entities even incorporate WDS pro-

it also governs that the employment contracts between a WDS

vider company directly or indirectly in order to dispatch work-

provider and the workers to be dispatched shall be fixed-term
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Jinan Great Eco-tourism Resort Project

Jinan covering an area about 1500 mu. It follows industrial

Neiqian 112 Oil Field Area of Petro China
Company Limited Jilin Oil Field for Sale
basic informations of it are as follows:

policies of the state and city planning of Jinan. The project is

* It covers an area of 30 square kilometres;

known as the North Disneyland, the switchback finished in-

* The oil reserve of it have reached 8-10 million tons;

stallation and entertainment projects such as five-star hotel

* There are 71 oil wells under construction which may produce

and church and so on covering the building area more than 80,

500 tons per day;

000

* The preparation for exploitation of another 102 oil wells

This project is located in 25 kilometres south of suburb of

, now Jinan Financial Assets Company plans to wholly

transfer the project at the price of 0.36-0.38 billion Yuan.

have finished;
* The period of its exploitation right is 20 years;
* On criterion of 58$/barrel, its yearly production reaches 0.5
billion tons and properly 1.6-3 billion tons after full prepara-

Tai Mountain Hot Spring Project

tion for exploitation; and
*20% of its shares are held by Petro China Company Limited,

This project is located in Anjiazhuang of Feicheng with 25

and 80% are held by some Hong Kong company which can be

kilometres west of Tai Mountain, 86 kilometres from Jinan and

fully transferred at the price of 0.6 billion RMB.

40 kilometres from Qufu as well as in the centre of the one
mountain,one river and the Sage which is an economic circle
of tourism. Its prooved reserves are 100 kilometres and the
temperature is 60 degree. In case you invest 0.1 billion Yuan
into this project, you can build a spring holiday resort between

Guangyuan Power Plant in Sichuan For sale

the mountain and reservoir.
* It is a power plant under construction with all necessary
government documents and can be put into operation after the
construction is completed;
* Its registered capital is 0.16 billion RMB with 60 million

Transfer of Taian Stainless Steel Factory

RMB having been subscribed, and 100% share rights will be
transferred at the price of 0.25 billion RMB; and

This project is located in the city zone of Feicheng, Taian,

*It is a fossil-fuel power plant consuming coal of bad quality

which covers an area of 120 mu with a plant and all assembly

and with installed capacity of 2

lines of stainless steel. The specification of products is 0.22mm
and the annual amount of production is between 30,000 and
300,000 Yuan. Now we d like to transfer it at an unbelievably
low price of 42 million Yuan.
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